
PUMPKIN SPICED TAKEOVERFor centuries the human race has enjoyed the same flavor of coffee year around, but everything changed in ' 2003 when Starbucks introduced the Pumpkin SpicedLatte, or PSL,But seriously, since 2003 the pumpkin spiced flavor has made its way from a limited edition seasonal drink to almost all coffee shops, pastries, pasta recipes, and even dog treats. It’s now safe to say pumkin spice is an official part of fall culture, so it’s time to explore the best of the best when comes to pumpkin spice.

Ben Wiistein

A PSL from Hellgate’s Leaky Cal
dron. Avalible 5 days a week from 

7 A.M.-12:15 P.M. (Photo by Ben 
Willstein)
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City Brew PSL Black Cat Pumkin Spiced Pastries LooseCaboose PSL
I have Ailuro- phobia. I’m offendedby the double meaning of Caboose.

The LeakyCaldron PSL(Hellgate's Coffee
&&I was just chewing gum so it kind of tastes like a vegetable.

Market on Front Street PSLSo much good coffee and so many cute baristas serving me good coffee.

Starbucks'PSL Pumpkin Ruffins (dog treats)
Too much pumpkin. It’s Gross. Why is this a thing. I wouldn't give this drink to my worst enemy.Too much coffee, not enough flavor.

4.75

Not too pump- kiny. Very moist. I would acually order this.
Good mixture of pumpkin, spice, and everythingnice. 1 am not a fan of. It’s too fluffy!

Very good coffee flavor and bold pumpkin taste.
The frosting was very cream- cheesey, but otherwise, great!The cup cake was very sponge-like and good, and it was gluten-free!

Not that bad! It was just sweet and spice-y enough.
Actually, really good. Not very spice-y though. Huffy/gi^^

Dang, that's some bold coffee. Way to go, good- looking baristas.A good mix of flavors but not as bold. Plain.

6.75

The coffee was mystical and amazing. But too little spice.

Gosh dang good if you don’t mind orange teeth.Very good mixture of all flavors, Nice presentation.Wow. I would serve this to my first-born child.
The original is always the best!

About as good as dog treats get.

There is no way I will ever try this!Sugar was so happy when she recieved her Pumkin Ruffin she did a little dance.
Jlisnateattit......

Mayzie Shaver embraces 
fall culture by doing a ritual 
with various fall items. A 
PSL can be found by her 
right knee.
(Photo by Ben Willstein)

During the Autumn seasons there are some things that are impossible to avoid, it seems fall culture is everywhere and there is no escape. In this new decade where social media causes trends to catch on twice as fast, pumpkin spice has caught and held on to our fall customs. Pumpkin Spice is almost as popular during fall as scented candles and cornucopias filled with harvested crops, and while it has slowly crept into our eggnog and dog treats, it's only a matter of time before pumpkin spice takes over fall completely. When you see that girl walking down the street in her Ugg boots and infinity scarf, you can bet the coffee in her hand is pumped with pumpkin flavor and sprinkled with ginger and nutmeg. Where will it end? Probably not with the annihilation of the human race, but CAN WE EVER REALLY KNOW?


